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BRIEF HISTORY OF TIME
WHAT'S INSIDE THIS ISSUE:
Our journey started on 22nd February 2011
with a dream to bring the latest & best in power
conditioning

technology

to

the

developing

economies of Asian & African continents, which
suffered from poor power quality due to lack of
adequate

investments

in

strong

power

distribution networks.
The market was overcrowded with obsolete
technologies of power conditioning unsuitable
for the new generation of electronic machines.
The market needed the latest static power
conditioning technology.

Brief History of Time
Major Breakthroughs
of FY 2020-21 so far
Business Changes
Corporate Vision for
Business

We were born with the vision to take this lead. The
opportunity was there, but the task was to develop costeffective, world-class products in India. It took us a year to
successfully develop and test the prototypes in India.
The next task was to develop a scalable organization
capable of growing on its own. We set out to evolve an
organization with a happy work ethos. We believe that when
happiness is shared, it multiplies and brings out the best in
creativity and output. Our team should come to work
because

they

feel

happy

working,

giving

their

best.

Consequently, each equipment they create is a masterpiece,
which looks great and performs great. So, then we do not
have to work hard to sell our products a second time,
because once our customer, always our happy customer.
And this work-ethos is the backbone of our success. Today,
we have the capacity to produce over 300 units per month,
with an installation base of over 10,000 units at all leading
industries in India and several Asian/African countries.
We have changed the face of the Power Conditioning market
over the last decade with our unique solutions and our
consistent performance. Our customers have come to expect
the best from us, and the fastest. We deliver in 48 hours
what the industry does in 6 weeks.
Our future plans are to develop higher capacity Static
Voltage Regulators as well as Dynamic Sag Controllers so
as to maintain our unchallenged position of leadership.
Interestingly, the TSi family has grown from a mere 5 people
to over 75 people in the past 10 years. Most of the members
of the TSi family have been associated with the company for
over 8 years.

MAJOR BREAKTHROUGHS OF FY 2020-21
SO FAR
Best Ever Revenue of Last 10 Years
The year 2020 was a challenging year for everyone,
however, testing times like these in a way strengthen the
business relationships. After all, it is said:
“The power of togetherness is the greatest power of all”
So, even after having zero sales in April 2020, with the
exceptional

efforts,

impeccable

service,

and

constant

support of all our partners of growth, we are likely to not only
outdo the sales figures of FY 2019-20 but at the same time
touch the best ever revenue of last 10 years.

Participation in Virtual Exhibitions
There’s a famous saying:
“Change is the only constant”
This is very well evident from the way the engineering
exhibitions were earlier held the world over and how these
exhibitions have now adopted the virtual platforms for
conducting the events which are not just cost-effective but
extremely efficient.
TSi very quickly adapted to this sea change and has
participated

in

several

industry-specific

&

key

virtual

exhibitions and benefitted immensely from them.

Conducting of 250+ Webinars
Another interesting change we all witness is in the way
meetings used to happen with our customers before the
pandemic hit us all and how the majority of our meetings
happen now.
Keeping everyone’s safety in mind, TSi has successfully
conducted over 250 webinars for its customers so far and
shall

continue

to

do

so

till

the

situation

completely

normalizes in our country as well as the world over.

Introduction of NPS & HAPS VRP
On

the

Research

Development

side,

we

&
are

extremely happy to share the
introduction of VRP Protected
Against Broken Neutral (NPS)
Model

of

Automatic

VRP
Phase

&

Healthy
Selection

(HAPS) Model of VRP which
have further broadened our
spectrum

of

power

conditioning solutions.

Capacity Enhanced to 300kVA

Another feather in the cap is
the

enhancement

of

the

capacity of VRP to 300kVA. In
fact, over the last few months,
we

have

supplied

around

10nos. of 300kVA VRPs to
different parts of India. This
enables us to cater to a larger
segment
thus

of

customers

effectively

solve

and
their

power quality issues.

Developed Smart Display Module (SDM)
Through our in-house R&D efforts, we have successfully
developed an Internet of Things (IoT) compatible Smart
Display Module (SDM) which can record & display various
fault events which shall help the customer in understanding
his actual site conditions much better and assist us in
providing the most accurate & even faster service to our
customers.

Improved Reliability
At TSi, we believe in constantly outdoing ourselves be it in
developing

something

new

or

improving

the

existing

technology.
Great strides have been made towards improving the overall
reliability of our masterpieces. This has been made possible
with the untiring efforts of our strong in-house R&D team.

Releasing New Specification Sheets
Keeping our corporate identity in mind, we are rolling out our
new

specification

sheets

for

standard

models

which

resonates very well with our brand.
These new & improved specification sheets are designed in
such a way that our customers will be able to follow the
extensive technical information with great ease.

Updated Our Corporate Brochure
In order to better equip our associates in providing the
customers with updated information, we have also updated
the contents of our existing corporate brochure.

BUSINESS CHANGES
Dynamic & Evolving Leadership
In November 2020, Mr. Mukesh Kumar joined TSi PowerIndia to head the plant operations. Mr. Mukesh Kumar has
vast and rich experience in electronic and transformer
manufacturing. This enabled Mr. Saurabh Sharma who was
earlier handling the entire plant to make a swift transition
from Plant Operations to Business Development where his
skills are now being utilized for further enhancing the
business.

Introducing New Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) Platform
We are in process of introducing a new CRM platform in the
company to add even more structure and seamlessness to
our operations. This new CRM will help us centralize,
optimize and streamline our data & information in a way that
shall allow us to offer high-quality, consistent, and timely
interactions with our customers. This along with increasing
the

productivity

establishing

&

of

our

team

strengthening

will
our

largely

help

relationship

us

with

in
the

customers by offering them even better pre-sales and postsales experience.

Sharp Increase in Cost of Manufacturing
Over the last two years, we were absorbing the increase in
the overall cost of manufacturing and were not passing on
the same to our partners/customers.
However, now the situation is beyond our control as we are
getting

notifications

from

our

vendors

highlighting

the

increase in pricing very frequently. So, now we are forced to
increase the price in the last quarter of this FY 2020-21.
Simultaneously, we are in process of negotiating with our
vendors, and in case the situation eases up in April 2021, we
shall review our stand and release the firm price list at the
commencement of FY 2021-22.

CORPORATE VISION FOR BUSINESS
TSi Power will continue to lead by developing optimum
power conditioning solutions as needed by the markets.
TSi Power will cultivate a happy and creative work ethos
where people take pleasure in their work thereby creating
great products and services to make customers happy. This
creative,

happy

work

culture

will

continue

to

be

the

backbone of TSi’s consistent leadership position.
After all, competitors can copy our work, but not our work
culture.

SUCCESS IS TRULY
MEASURED IN HOW
FAR YOU CAN GO
AND NOT THE
NUMBER OF BIG
WINS IN A SHORT
AMOUNT OF TIME.
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